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New Mission Statement
Happy New Year to ALL!
Like many charities we felt that it was important to re-visit and clarify
our mission. This has not changed our work but rather acknowledged
the changes that have happened as we continue to respond to the
needs of young black people aged 14-30 years old.
So here it is:

Stronger Foundations for Youth
KORI’s aim is to support young people to enjoy, thrive and
contribute to the world as valued members of society. At
the heart of what we do is providing young people with a
unique, creative and warm environment and the tools to
reach their aspirations, enabled by our strategic partnerships.
Through youth work and creative facilitation, we provide
needed interventions, training, project engagement, bespoke
mentoring, counselling, respite and enriching networks.

Odiri Ighamre – Co-founder/CEO

Annual General Meeting
Held by the digital world of Lockdown our team and some
of our volunteers gathered on-line for our Annual General
Meeting. On the whole we all expressed appreciation for
having survived and thrived through 2020 when so many
charities had not. Our treasurer Marcel Plummer officially
stepped down and was thanked for the work he has done
over the last two years and our new treasurer Michael Fear
was welcomed aboard. Michael’s professional background
is in banking and will be a key part of our push to build
new diverse ways of funding our work an example being
our new partnership with Mott Macdonald a global
engineering company that will support our Industry
mentoring work. We also reviewed our fundraising strategy
and supporting funding pipeline. We all agreed that the
work this year will be focussed at income generation;
improving our quality assurance, communication systems
and strengthening existing partnerships.
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The Vessel UK
2020 was a difficult year for our Vessel UK programme.
Since 2004 The Vessel UK Training programme has trained and
prepared volunteers in the creation of socially responsible and
sustainable projects. Consistent projects have been delivered in
Tanzania, Kenya and Gambia. The projects directly respond to needs
that have been researched or requested. We were due to prepare
40 students from The University of West England, Bristol (UWE) last
year for our partnership project ‘Daigo’ but the pandemic closed
this prospect. The light on the horizon has been a new partnership
with Coderoots, a young tech company that has worked with us to
fundraise for the setting up of a digital space in The Gambia. This has
encouraged UWE to continue the work and we are preparing their
students for on-line volunteering in June of this year. We will keep
you updated.

Youth Bridges Meets Crafted Conversations
We feel that everyone that has had access to jumping on line for learning and interaction has been
grateful, considering the lack of access that has faced so many young people. In February the project we
created for our partners Collage Arts, ‘Crafted Conversations,’ which engaged 30 young black women from
across London, was tasked with ending positively around the theme hope. Hope felt like a tricky theme
to work towards with so many people deeply affected by the last year. Our solution was to combine
two projects. In February we brought 20 young women from London together with eight international
women from Brazil, Gambia and Singapore for an evening of discussion, testimony and uplifting. The twohour session included break-out room discussions based on their chosen images of 2020 that they had
shared beforehand. This was followed by an emotional pre- recorded visual performance by performance
artist Lydia Newman which deeply resonated with the whole group. The women were able to share their
visions of hope with each other and an inspiring physical memory of the project was captured graphic
designer and art director Gareth John, who made visuals for three banners that will be used in coming
events at Collage Arts.

A Collage Arts Project

Some of the women’s beautiful hopes….
• I hope we can learn from our mistakes.
• I hope we are able to see the faults in our actions
and correct them.
• I hope we can celebrate health and life in the future.
• I hope we can celebrate solidarity.
• I hope we remain humble despite the adversities we face
and show humility.
• I hope we can have compassionate, intelligent leadership,
to gather us together and guide us to a positive life.

‘Holding onto our vision and building organisational resilience’
Contact Us
info@kori.org.uk
kori.org.uk
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